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Press Release 

GALLERY MoMo Ryogoku is pleased to present a solo exhibition of Ai Shinohara titled Summer Garden. Shinohara will show five drawings that are described with 

detail and gentle pencil lines and seven paintings that provided strong massage in this show.

The influence from Japanese comic books appears the works of Shinohara that use the well-defined outline and the flat layout. Using the elements of Japanese 

traditional motifs such as flowers and birds, Shinohara succeeds in elevating her comic touch paintings to an art form. 

Shinohara describes realistic gruesome situation such as gouging girl’s internal organs, however the expressions do not mean death but rather birth. Her works 

seems to be pessimism, but Shinohara attempts to express the image of life and show women in her works as a symbol of giving lives. 

In this exhibition, Shinohara explores the natural energy that gives life impenetrably through the motifs of summer that is most active season for creatures. 

Describing the insects and flowers with her feelings that show the comfort and symbiosis with nature, Shinohara develops this exhibition like “Summer Garden” that 

is full with strong hold on life. 

Shinohara expresses the life by using symbolic images of sex: the person like hermaphrodite, a combination of insects both males and females, and the vine of 

morning glories. The works that suggest fundamental sex for the life gave themselves a sense of depth. 

Ai Shinohara was born in 1984 in Kagoshima and graduated from Tama Art University in 2007. The artist has joined many group shows including the 28th Sonpo 

Japan Art Foundation Selected Incentive Exhibition in 2009. Recently, Shinohara has widened her appeal by being selected her work for book cover of Shion Sono’s 

novel. This is her forth-solo exhibition at the gallery.

1.　

"Heavenly Blue" 

2015 

Oil on cotton cloth and panel

130.0 × 80.3cm

©Ai Shinohara

2.　

"Morning Glory" 

2014 

Oil on cotton cloth and panel

65.2 × 53.0cm

©Ai Shinohara
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Exhiibition Title: Summer Garden

Artist Name：Ai Shinohara

Term of the Exhibition： August 22 (Sat) - October 19 (Sat), 2015

Reception for Artist： August 22 (Sat.), 2015 6 - 8pm 

Place： GALLERY MoMo Ryogoku

              1-7-15 Kamezawa Sumida-ku Tokyo 130-0014 Japan

              TEL 03-3621-6813 FAX 03-3621-6814

              E-mail info@gallery-momo.com Web www.gallery-momo.com

              Open：11:00am - 7:00pm Closed: Monday, Sunday and National holiday

Please contact Momo Sugita  if you have any questions. 

Artist Comment

I’ve been attracted to summer.

Summer is the most active season that animals, plants and insects become energetic through the year.

In the hot forest in the humidity summer that is sticky and uncomfortable, I have a sense of community with the nature like losing the border between I and nature. It 

is comfortable and reminds me the fact that I am kept alive.  

The nature heals the human when the human cannot do. We cannot live without blessing of nature, even though the society is filled with convenience and material 

plenty.

Celebration of nature; my thoughts that want to honor the nature and harmonize with it motivate my creativity for this show.

Ai Shinohara, 2015

[Brief biography]

1984 Born in Kagoshima, Japan

2007 B.A Department of Painting, Oil Painting Course of Tama Art University, Tokyo

 

[Solo exhibition]

2014 GALLERY MoMo Ryogoku, Tokyo

2011 GALLERY MoMo Roppongi, Tokyo

2009 GALLERY MoMo Ryogoku, Tokyo

2008 Gallery Q, Tokyo

         Mehr Gallery, Chelsea, New York

2007 Gallery Q, Tokyo  May. 

         Gallery Q, Tokyo  Dec. 

 

[Group exhibition]

2013 "Painting Exhibition" SEIBU Shibuya, Tokyo

         "Summer Gruop Show : Individual Creations" GALLERY MoMo Ryogoku, Tokyo

2012 "Zeitgeist" GALLERY MoMo Roppongi, Tokyo

         "Kenichiro Ishiguro, Ai Shinohara, Etsuhiro Suda Exhibition" GALLERY Kogure, Tokyo

2011 "regenerate-" GALLERY MoMo Ryogoku, Tokyo

         "I Collections" Takasaki Museum of Art, Gunma

2009 "28th SOMPO JAPAN art foundation selection encouragement exhibition"

         SEIJI TOGO MEMORIAL SOMPO JAPAN MUSEUM OF ART, Tokyo

         "Summer Group Show Hop Step Jump" GALLERY MoMo Roppongi, Tokyo

2008 "Three people exhibition" Mehr Gallery, Chelsea, New York

2007 "The Party " Gallery Q, Tokyo

3.

3.

"Ceremonial Bonfire" 

2015 

Oil on cotton cloth and panel

53.0 × 45.5cm

©Ai Shinohara


